MUTS Lose 7-14 To Simmons
In New Tech Intercollegiate Sport

By Toby Zilke

MIT has gotten into one of the fastest growing intercollegiate sports in the nation. In its fight, the MUTS (MIT Undergraduate Tiddlywink Society) have already played their first game. Unfortunately for the MUTS they were in the short end of a 1-7 score in a home match against Simmons.

Captain Mike Platt '63 of the MUTS explained that his team (with Matts W., IVan Johnson, IV. Allan Fren, V., and Platta) lost the match because of a lack of practice. Platt said that the MIT team was "in party to answer President Kennedy's call for physical fitness." Future MUTS tilts include a rematch with Simmons and a match against Wellesley. The team has already accepted a challenge from Harvard's GUTS (Gargoyles Undergraduate Tiddlywink Society).

In an exclusive interview with The Tech, Captain Pat Kane of Simmons WITS (Women's Intercollegiate Tiddlywink Society) and "The victory was expected. We had a little more practice." The WITS had played previous games, losing to the GUTS. Much credit was given to the Wellesley W.ARTS and the Smiti SLUTS.

"The victory was expected. We had a little more practice." The WITS had played previous games, losing to the GUTS. Much credit was given to the Wellesley W.ARTS and the Smiti SLUTS.

"The Tech..." Panel Examines Sino-India Border War

By Suttakhan Tirasnak

"Our hearts are very much with the Indians in their fight for freedom," said Geoffrey Godsell, Asst. Foreign Editor of the Indian Monitor. He was moderator at a panel discussion on the India-China Border War, held Wednesday afternoon in stage C. The panelists were Prof. J. R. Fairbank, Director of East Asia Studies and Prof. C. H. Curwen, also at Harvard. Dr. E. Lefebre of the Center for International Affairs (CIA) and Prof. Smal Roy, Smith Indian Consultant in New York.

Why have the Chinese contested this aggression and why have they moved at this time? Prof. Lefebre thought that it was the result of traditional Chinese expansionism and it has been given added impetus by Marxist doctrine. The CIA- General stated that China once was the liberal element in the Communist world but this change has the aggression is more due to internal events in China than to any outside events. Commenting on the economic changes likely to result in India, Prof. Lefebre said, "India will have to adjust to a major effect for military preparedness. The next few years will be years of great industrial effort. On the other hand India is a country that has set a lot of aid, military and otherwise. It is incomprehensible that she will not be able to immediately meet the other major industrial needs caused by a war."

Please be advised that your opponent's wink so that he can't shoot at the pot. In addition, I greater advantage than did the MIT team. To "squop" is to cover the Wellesley W.ARTS and the Smiti SLUTS.

Unfortunately for the MUTS, they were on the short end of a match against Wellesley. The team has already accepted a challenge from Harvard's GUTS (Gargoyles Undergraduate Tiddlywink Society).

The Chinese have attacked the two main fronts — in the Ladakh area and in the North Eastern Frontier Agency. "They have brought their new military weapons and their policy of non-alignment, which made the Munsingwu Line — the MacMahon Line, which demarcated the northern border between India, Tibet and China in 1914, but was never officially accepted in China.
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A S A K I N O M I M O N O R 7 9 2 D O T O T

Keep Alert! Safe NoDoz Taglets

$19.95

Here is the authentic shell cordovan brobe preferred by men of good taste. A big value here because they're made by the makers of Bostonians. You can be assured of their extra-long wear and their deep-glow finish which shines at the flick of a cloth.

NoDoz keeps you mentally alert with the same safe refreshment found in coffee and tea. You feel more alive... handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming. Next time you feel drowsy while driving, working or studying, do as millions do... perk up with NoDoz and Acoustic Research AR-3 loudspeakers. The members of the panel felt sure of the border line and it is a matter of where neither border lay. They were unable to question our one point of view, each of which has its own merits and conclusions. He said that we do not know the position of the Chinese nor the exact position of the Chinese.

WANTED: Roommate. Furnished apartment, utilities, lease. min. walk from M.I.T., $45 per month. 34 Main St., Cambridgeport. Mr. Roy said that whenever he would be able to immediately meet the other major industrial needs caused by a war."

"The Chinese have attacked the two main fronts — in the Ladakh area and in the North Eastern Frontier Agency. "They have brought their new military weapons and their policy of non-alignment, which made the Munsingwu Line — the MacMahon Line, which demarcated the northern border between India, Tibet and China in 1914, but was never officially accepted in China.
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NoDoz keeps you mentally alert with the same safe refreshment found in coffee and tea. You feel more alive... handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming. Next time you feel drowsy while driving, working or studying, do as millions do... perk up with NoDoz and Acoustic Research AR-3 loudspeakers.
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Hank Perritt '66 appointed Chairman of Fresh'Con 'Contact' Committee

In the last meeting of the Fresh- man Council, Tom Jones, '65, President, appointed Hank Per- ritt, '66, Chairman of the Fresh- man "Contact" Committee.

"An outgrowth of the "SCOP" 'Feedback' program last year, (The Tech, October 23), "Con- tact" hopes this year to establish a more informal relationship be- tween the section representatives and the lecturers in the basic courses. Each section will be re- presented in a small group which will meet with the respective lecturers. This will enable these groups to become more closely tied to the material being covered and to be a source of help to those without a course or with a course with a different instructor.

"There were no problems brought to the attention of the Tech." The Chinese have attacked the two main fronts — in the Ladakh area and in the Northern Frontier Agency. "They have brought their new military weapons and their policy of non-alignment, which made the Munsingwu Line — the MacMahon Line, which demarcated the northern border between India, Tibet and China in 1914, but was never officially accepted in China.
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